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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Welcome to the second issue of E = (LG)²! This semester we received
more articles than the previous issue, making for a diverse range of topics. We
were thrilled to publish works from students from every class standing from a
variety of majors regarding the issues that are important to them. One of the biggest challenges we faced for this issue was not being able to publish every submission; however, we hope that the articles we included provide students with a
greater understanding on sustainability issues. The topics discussed go beyond the
fearful image that the news can sometimes portray about global change to explore
positive ways for people to give back to the environment.
We decided not to include any fiction this time around, unlike the first
issue. While it was a wonderful addition to the first issue, we felt that it was more
important to include non-fiction articles regarding pertinent topics about sustainability and leave the fiction to Bittersweet. The photography and art work came
from a range of skill levels from amateurs to art majors, including botanical drawings from Dan Filippone’s Illustration class.
The Editing and Production staff was composed of people from different
academic backgrounds, with each person bringing their own skills to the table.
The staff included Graphic Designers, Photographers, Journalists, Creative Writers, and Mass Communication majors; with such a broad range of students we
were able to create a well-composed magazine. We hope that this magazine represents Frostburg State University’s continued commitment to Learning Green and
Living Green.
Sincerely,
The Fall 2008 Editing and Production Team

AND NOW, A WORD FROM SUNSHINE...
Wondering what you can do to help
the Environment? Join other students in the FSU arboretum from

1-5 pm on March 28th, April 4th,
11th, 18th, and 25th and May 2nd. Join
other faculty members by adding
these dates to your syllabi as
opportunities to gain extra
credit on exams or quizzes. Be part of the GROWS
Project (Greening and Restoration for On-campus Watershed Stewardship) implementing riparian restoration
and creating green spaces for
the purpose of improving
water quality, enhancing
wildlife habitats, and reducing the carbon footprint of
FSU campus. The GROWS
program is the restoration
arm of the Learning Green,
Living Green Initiative on
Photo provided by Sunshine Brosi.
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Campus. With your help this spring
GROWS will plant over 2000 native
trees and over 1000 native plants
near the campus entrance and in the
Arboretum. We will maximize tree
cover and native plant biodiversity
by replanting riparian areas of Sand
Spring Run disrupted by invasive
species. A split-rail fence will protect the wetland home of the rare
Jefferson salamander (Ambystoma
jeffersonianum). Volunteer, learn more
about the environment, and start
really living green. For more information come to a Student Sierra
Coalition meeting, visit the arboretum website www.frostburg.edu/
dept/biol/arboretum or contact
Sunshine Brosi.
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That’s the Way the Cookie
If you had to name the biggest concern for the American people in 2008,

By Katie Conroy

what would it be? More than likely you’re thinking money, money,
money. The year of 2008 has been marked with rising and falling gas
prices, increased food prices, and the historical 700 billion dollar bailout.
All the concern for “going green” has been swept to the back
burner with people struck by the idea of living the next Great Depression.

Photo by Emily Finch

CNNmoney.com asked 1,000 Americans questions about where the environment falls on their list of priorities.
44% of people said, “…the economy is top priority, and the government should focus on economic growth even
at the expense of the environment.” Even more surprising is that 73% said that they would like to see an
“expansion of offshore drilling for oil and natural gas.” Environmentalists believe Americans may only respond
this way for the sheer fact that many have had enough of the skyrocketing gas prices. The poll noted that historically, people tend to favor the environment because they simply can afford to.
There are varying ideas as to exactly how the current state of the economy will affect Americans’ ability to help
the environment and encourage others to do the same. One idea, and a sad one for environmentalists, is that the
hyphened state of economic awareness will greatly affect the type of environmental legislation that is supported
and passed. It’s one thing if Americans buy the cheaper, less-efficient light bulbs at the store; what seriously affects
the green initiative will be a lack of support from congress. In the presidential elections, what were the major issues
discussed? It’s evident that in times of financial crisis, going green will not be the biggest concern. This is especially
true for politicians trying to please their constituents.
On the flipside, there a few who believe the economy will actually help the environment. Marketwatch.com author Thomas
...survival today without harming future
Kostigen believes that a weakened economy will in fact, benefit
generations (or life in general).
the environment. Kostigen believes that the state of the economy
-Adam Lewis
will lead people to reconsider their consumption as a whole.
...a way to preserve and conserve resources
Once people cannot afford the luxury SUV and go for the
in an environmentally-friendly way for
smaller SUV or compact car, perhaps they will wonder why they
future generations to enjoy.
ever needed an Escalade in the first place. “The more we have to
-Bob Kallal
think about what consume, the less we actually do consume,”
said Kostigen.
...to hold on to something.
-Tiffany
Kostigen believes America’s current financial state is due to
our past neglect of the environment. “We have been piggish with
...being able to power our lives without
all our natural resources, and have been positively gluttons with
depleting earth’s resources.
our financial resources. Is it any wonder that we are in the pre-Kathi Perkins
dicament?” asks Kostigen. He suggests that rising gas prices will
...the ability to last for a longer time on a
cause people to drive less just as increased food prices will create
system in which other methods fail after a
less waste because people will budget more carefully.
short period of time.
No matter which way the cookie crumbles, it’s obvious to
-Robert Murtha
many that the economy will have an effect on the environment.
...necessary for the survival of the planet.
After all, it’s hard to buy expensive energy-efficient light bulbs
-Jennifer Tarr
for a home that’s been foreclosed.

Sustainability Is...
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By Andrew Wissman

One of the great features that Frostburg State
University offers is a beautiful Arboretum, where various plants are cultivated for scientific, educational, and
decorative purposes. It consists of ten acres of land
and is located across from the Children’s Center. The
Arboretum is open to the community every day of the
week at no cost. Not only is the Arboretum a great
resource for the community, but it also serves as an
outdoor educational tool to students studying ethnobotany, ecology, and other natural sciences. For instance, during the summer of 2008, two students at
FSU constructed a map consisting of 50 different kinds
of trees on campus and in the
Arboretum,
along with their
medicinal uses.
Not only is the
map published
on the website,
but it is also going to be presented in the Science Discovery
Center on campus.
According to the FSU
webpage, the Arboretum’s mission
is
to
“provide a growing, sustainable and safe resource for
the campus and regional communities to engage in education, research, observation and contemplation while
maintaining the natural setting of the mountains of Appalachia.” You may have noticed in the description of
the Arboretum’s mission that it mentions the word
‘sustainable.’ You may also be wondering what sustainability means and what it has to do with the Arboretum. According to the EPA definition, sustainability
means “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs.” Ms. Sunshine Brosi, an Arboretum Task
Force member and instructor at FSU, teaches this concept in many of her classes, which include Intro to

FSU ARBORETUM

Ethnobotany, Dendrology, and Plant Taxonomy. She
contributed some of her thoughts on sustainability
when she said, “I do not think we should manage the
Arboretum ‘just’ sustainably . . . sustain implies subsistence-level interactions . . . just living and breathing.
Our goal is to enhance the natural environment. I want
to increase the quality of the soils, streams, and biodiversity in the Arboretum.” Today’s Arboretum started
in the 1970s and much progress has been made in preserving it since then. However, a lack of concern for
the Arboretum from 1985 to 2000 resulted in the
growth of many invasive plants. Fortunately, many volunteers from the FSU staff and community have come
together to remove these
invasive plants, in addition to keeping the trails
free of litter, planting
gardens, and taking care
of general maintenance.
“Last fall we had over
127 student volunteers,”
said Ms. Brosi.
In addition to
the support from volunteers, over 50,000 dollars
in grants have been received by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation,
State Farm, and the Corporation for National
and Community SerPhoto by Sunshine Brosi
vice. This fall, a grant
of more than 30,000 dollars was given to FSU by the
Chesapeake Bay Foundation. The grant will make it
possible to cultivate over 1400 trees and 1000 native
plants as a part of project GROWS.
Although much has been accomplished, a lot of
work remains to be done in the Arboretum. Weather
permitting, the Arboretum work days take place on Saturdays from 1pm to 5pm from the first week of classes
until Thanksgiving break in the Fall and from Spring
Break until the last week of classes in the Spring. Any
student interested in volunteering may contact the Arboretum staff. More information can be found by visiting the FSU Department of Biology webpage and
clicking on the Arboretum link under Facilities.
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Our Home in Jeopardy
By Jonathan Hulse

During the transition from the 2000s to the 2010s, a
new era of technology, knowledge, and civilization will
ultimately unfold into a change of lifestyle. Increased
research into alternative energies as well as bio-fuels
will in turn spark an age of exploration into medicine
and agriculture that promote the sustainability of the
human race. As the human population continues to
double every 42 years, the survival of the human race as
well as the protection of the biosphere will become dependent on peoples’ scientific and traditional folk
knowledge of the organisms inhabiting Earth. This
country needs another environmental movement where
strict enforcement of pollution laws are united with
teaching the next generations how positive actions
now effect the entire world forever.
The next decade to science will be what the last
3 million years of evolution did to the human race. The
human perception of disease, famine, and even war will
be completely metamorphosed into a worldwide consciousness in which
the human interests
are balanced in equilibrium with that of
nature. A time will
come where Mother
Nature will speak
through environmental activism while
greed and corruption
in favor of human spePhoto by Desiree Bullard
cial interests will be
seconded to laws protecting and promoting the welfare
of the Earth’s ecosystems.
Green Peace, PETA, Peace Corps as well as
other multi-national organizations have tried to rid the
world of nuclear testing and the inhumane treatment of
animals. A worldwide increase in awareness about these
environmental issues will only promote the sustainability and well- being of the human race, coupled with a
cleaner, healthier environment. Many of the real issues
affecting humanity get overshadowed by conservatively
filtered news outlets where entertainment news gets
more on-air time than truly breaking news about worldwide issues.
The food that we eat, as well as the way it is
grown and prepared, is a substantial burden that hu5

mans are going to have to face in the coming years. Improved agriculture techniques such as contour farming,
no-till, and drip irrigation are increasing Earth’s carrying capacity and are allowing for a surplus of yields to
be marketed to the countries abroad. During the early
to mid summer in 2008, a flood in Missouri destroyed
ten percent of the grain yield for this country, but was a
mere dent in the largest surplus of grain harvested since
the 1940s. Using agricultural techniques that minimize
the use of inorganic pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers and that promote the use of organic alternatives
relies heavily on traditional folk knowledge of agriculture. Many new alternatives to chemical agricultural
products are being created from folk knowledge which
utilizes natural products over ones synthetically manufactured.
The threat of nuclear war has loomed over the
world since World War II. There are over a dozen
countries, including India, China, and Pakistan that
have detonated nuclear weapons in underground
testing facilities in hope to increase their status as
world superpowers. The whole idea of using a
nuclear weapon in the present day and age would
be a catastrophe and considered a major taboo
that could cause WWIII. A shift from nuclear
weapons to biological weapons is a major political
issue that has not received much air time in the
media. Currently, the United States is aware of
the possibility that a terrorist could attack using a
biological agent, but has done nothing in the prevention or eradication of these technologies.
America’s involvement in the Middle East has
changed the population’s perception from a search for
‘weapons of mass destruction’ to a war of corruption
and political greed. The consequences are devastating
the environmental laws and have resulted in the removal of funding for projects involving the natural environment. The Clean Air and Clean Water acts that
were created under the Clinton administration have
been undermined by the current administration, which
is leading to increased air, water, and nuclear pollution
that affects nature and humans alike. The environment
is not static; it is in a cycle of death and rebirth, which
can be predicted in no more detail than the weather on
a week to week basis. The effect of humans on Earth
can not be known extensively so the subtle changes in

the atmosphere and biosphere should not be ignored
or put out of mind. The sustainability of Earth is now
dependent upon the same creature that is stripping
Mother Nature of her resources in response to an increased population that doesn’t respect or understand
their environment.
People need to speak their minds about the
lack of governmental support of the environmental
issues and push for increased funding into the natural
sciences. The fate of the world depends on collaboration between citizens and their leaders to promote
governmental assistance in the conservation and preservation of the indigenous fauna and flora of their
country. to speak the truth: one to speak, and another
to hear. As Henry David Thoreau eloquently said, “It
takes two to speak the truth: one to speak, and another
to hear.”

Goldenseal

Hydrastis canadensis

Invasive Plants
By Patricia Lucast

At some point in time while talking about environmental issues or gardening, invasive plants are
going to be mentioned. Among gardeners, planting
native plants has become important, but why does it
really matter?
Invasive plants cause problems because they’re
aggressive and push out other native plants. The aggression of invasive plants can replace native plants
that fill an important ecological niche. Some plants,
like Mile-a-minute, spread quickly by covering existing
plants. These plants no longer get the sunlight they
need so they die off, leaving only the Mile-a-minute
behind. The plants the vine pushed out
may have been an important food source
for local fauna or might have provided a
place to hide for others.
So what makes a plant an invasive
exotic? An invasive exotic plant is one
that is not native and spreads easily. It can
tolerate a wide variety of conditions,
where as a native plant might have
evolved to survive in one specific area.
Invasive plants spread quickly and easily
because of they’re adaptive nature, taking
over an area where some kind of change
in the local environment has negatively
affected some part of the local plant
populations. It could be that an area has
been heavily eroded. Some of the native
plants wouldn’t be able to handle the
change in soil type as easily, but the invasive exotic might be able to deal with the
changes easier and that puts further strain
on the local plants, pushing them out. It
could also be that things that prey on that
plant in its native environment are missing. This makes it easier for that invasive
plant to spread.
With invasive plants, it’s best to
remove them whenever possible, and how
you do it depends on the plant and the
area. You have to keep in mind how what
you do affects the plants around the invasive species, as well as how that species
spreads. Prevention is best. Many invasive
plants spread to new areas because people
planted them in their landscapes not
knowing the problems they cause.
Artwork by Roy Devore
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By Desiree Bullard

Driving through the mountains
of Western Maryland is a treat during the autumn months. Bright
shades of red, orange, and yellow
can be seen from every direction. It
is the time of year when everyone is
soaking in every last moment of
beautiful weather before the cold
winter months creep in behind the
sunny autumn days.
Tucked deep in the protective
mountains is the Savage River
Lodge, a retreat that not only provides an escape from tedious everyday life, but a haven for those who
wish to relax without harming the
environment.
SRL consists of the main lodge,
where there is a fine-dining restaurant, a lounge area, a gift shop, a bar,
and an upstairs area that is often
used for conferences and meetings;
outside of the main lodge, there are
18 cabins where visitors can stay,
and the surrounding landscape, 700
acres of state-owned land, which
contains 15 miles of trails.
Mike Dreisbach and Jan Russell,
the owners of SRL, have incorporated several methods of environmental sustainability into operating
the lodge. According to Dreisbach,
sustainability is “an environmentally-

nifer
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friendly business, like us. It’s about
new markets, new business opportunities; it’s about being socially responsible to your customers, to the
environment, and then to the community at large.”
Dreisbach’s goal since opening
the lodge in 1999 was to create an
environmentally friendly retreat, “we
started our mission to provide a
tourism destination that would allow
for lots of great activities and let nature be the venue for all that,” Dreisbach said.
Dreisbach built, and has maintained through hard work, a sustainable vacation retreat from which
others can be modeled. “We wanted
to become real active in the community and give back to the community,
develop work places that were fun,
respect and blend with nature whatever we did,” said Dreisbach.
Incorporating such “going green”
methods as recycling, buying local
produce, using recycled materials for
insulation, and converting used vegetable oil into bio-diesel are just a few
examples of how SRL is a sustainable business.
About building the lodge Dreisbach explained, “We
minimized the

impact to the landscape. We used
wood products which are warm and
cool. That’s why we have log cabins
and log structures. We don’t have air
conditioners. We use lots of gas heat
and propane. We even went into
construction and used a recycled
bridge. We actually bought an old
military bridge instead of having a
brand new bridge.”
The activities offered at SRL are
all meant to celebrate nature. Activities such as biking, hiking, and crosscountry skiing allow visitors to embrace the beauty of nature without
damaging it. “We wanted to be nonconsumptive or as [close to] nonconsumptive as possible with low
impact recreation. I don’t believe in
the ATVs and all that stuff because
they just rip and tear. On private
property they can do whatever they
want to do,” said Dreisbach.
SRL provides an excellent getaway
where guests can seemingly disappear into the woods. The atmosphere is relaxing, the food is fantastic, and the people are friendly. Anyone interested in vacationing at the
lodge or just visiting for a day to explore the trails can contact the lodge
at 301-689-3200, or through email,
info@savageriverlodge.com.
Photo by Jenn
ifer Tarr
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Sierra
Student
Coalition
Formed in 1892, the Sierra
Club is America’s oldest environmental group. Their mission is “to
explore, enjoy, and protect the wild
places of the earth; to practice and
promote the responsible use of the
earth's ecosystems and resources; to
educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore the quality of the
natural and human environment;
and to use all lawful means to carry
out these objectives.” Frostburg has
their own Sierra Student Coalition
(SSC) chapter run by President April
Bernard, Vice-President Danielle
Adekunle, Secretary Desiree Bullard,
and Treasurer Jennifer Tarr. The
SSC also receives support from Jeffrey Sellers and professor Sunshine
Brosi, head of the Ethnobotany program.
Every week, the SSC hosts a
“Blackout Day” on and around campus. Blackout Day is a day of energy
awareness where students are encouraged to cut back on unnecessary
energy usage, unplug all electrical
items not in use, and turn off lights
when possible. In particular, people
are asked to turn out all lights between 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m.
When many people participate all at
once, the amount of electricity saved
in just one hour can be drastic. This

The SSC holds meetings every Wednesday
at 6:00 p.m. in room 207 in the Lane Center
New members are always welcome.
Email ssc@frostburg.edu for more information,
or find their organization on Facebook.

Sustainability Is...
...preserving and protecting
today for tomorrow.
-Stephanie Sine

By Jennifer Tarr

semester, Blackout Days occur every
Thursday.
One of the SSC’s goals from
this and past semesters has been
work with Aramark to provide more
locally grown and/or organic produce, as well as reduce waste such as
excessive use of plastic bags and disposable cups. Progress on these
matters, however, will take continued negotiations.
This past October, the SSC
hosted a special holiday event, the
Ghoulishly Green Halloween. Members of the coalition walked around
campus gathering signatures from
students for the Power Vote Pledge.
The pledge signified that students
intended to vote on November 4 for
the candidate who they thought
would bring about the most positive
change for the environment, including climate change and energy use.
Students then had the option to provide their personal definitions of
“sustainability.” Those who did so
were given a free 60 watt equivalent
compact florescent light bulb, an
effort from the SSC to reduce energy usage across campus and the
community. The Maryland Energy
Administration donated 250 light
bulbs to Frostburg’s SSC for that
purpose.

...a system that is capable of being
maintained indefinitely. The idea
that the human race is here to stay,
and we need to think of even the
most long-term consequences.
-David Tarr

...the preservation of resources so
that, seven generations from now,
our descendents can still live a decent quality of life
on Earth.
-Hannah Deprey-Severance

...where I believe America’s
political system is not telling lies
to the American people.
-John Kilmer

...when what we produce is equal
to or better than what we consume, and that this be the case
while only using renewable resources.
- Michael Siciliano

...a matter of joining forces with
those around you to find ways to
keep our environment healthy and
protected for future generations,
and it’s AWESOME!
-Desiree Bullard

...able to continue using natural
resources but, also conserving
them by re-planting, recycling, and
allowing reusable resources to be
replenished.
--Craig Hall
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By Stephanie Kreuz

Green has taken on a whole new meaning in the 21st century, synonymous with earth-friendly products and sustainability. Going green is not as complicated as you might
think; all it takes is a little thought and ingenuity.
Recycling Isn’t So Hard
Throwing away water bottles, soda cans, and milk jugs
in the trash is comparable to throwing money away because these items are all recyclable. While biodegradable
plastics are becoming more popular, most plastics are
still petroleum based; this is a vital reason why plastic
should be repurposed. Nearly all paper is recyclable,
though wax paper and paper stained with food are not.
Rinsing out cans and plastic bottles is necessary for
sanitation purposes and it’s also important to throw
away all bottle caps. The caps are not recyclable and if
they are left on, the bottles are typically thrown away at
recycling plants.
Paper or Plastic?
While the best answer would be reusable cloth bags,
consumers have been tricked into thinking that plastic
bags are better though this is not the case. Paper grocery bags have always been seen as wasteful, killing tons
of trees in the process, however, they can be made
from recycled materials and can be recycled again and
again. Plastic bags are not as easy to recycle and not all
recycling centers even accept them. They’re generally
used as one-time trash liners, only to end up in a landfill
to slowly decompose over a few hundred years. While
few grocery stores even offer paper, the best thing you
can do is ask for plastic bags to be as full as possible or
not even use them at all.

Watch What You Buy
Pre-packaged water may be convenient when you’re in
a hurry, but what about the waste left over? Most bottles end up in the landfill and it’s unlikely that you’ll
recycle that plastic water bottle when out shopping. To
lessen the amount of trash you produce, buy a reusable
bottle and fill it from the tap. Not only will you save
more plastic from going to waste but you’ll save money
too. When buying eggs, only purchase those that are
packaged in a recyclable paper carton, not polystyrene.
Polystyrene is a white plastic product that is generally
not recyclable. The paper cartons are made from the
same pulp as fast-food drink trays, both of which are
recyclable; polystyrene will take upwards of 50 years to
decompose. Thinking about the products you buy before you purchase them is a good way to reduce the
amount of trash that ends up in landfills. Those diapers
you used as a baby will be around long after you’re
gone, and while you didn’t have much choice in the
matter then, you do now.

Not All Plastics Are Created Equal
Look at the bottom of any plastic product and you
should see a small number surrounded by a triangle of
arrows. These numbers are more important than you
may think during the recycling process. The Plastic
Identification Code, numbered 1-7, identifies what kind
of plastic the product is made from. This is important
information because different plastics require different
methods of recycling. If a product has no number label,
don’t even try to recycle it; there’s no way of knowing
what kind of plastic it is.
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Raise Your Environmental

aWEARness
By: Jamie Wiesner
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Keychains from Qwerty River

Rings by Qwerty River

men, Electronic Avenue has a line of ties
and bags made from recycled seatbelts.
ot since PETA’s ‘I’d rather
go naked than wear fur’
Another popular find for handbags is the
campaign has the maincompany Worn Again, who craft purses and
stream fashion world seen a real desire
overnight bags from recycled Virgin Atlantic
for environmentally friendly fashion.
airline seat covers. The upsides to buying a
With the innovation of a few creative
Worn Again bag: they’re incredibly durable
Cell phone accessories by Qwerty River
designers, now the middle class can comand stain-resistant, not to mention an amazfortably style themselves in green designs without dent- ing conversation piece! You will never have to look
ing their pocketbooks.
for a better carry-on to take on your next flight.
In need of jeans? Look no further than Levi’s
for the soft and comfy fit that can only come from orThe downside to the green fashion
ganic cotton. Levi’s offer many styles and sizes to fit
craze is that it is not yet completely aceveryone, and at comparable prices to their original jeans
(they go from $59 and up). The appropriately named c e s s i b l e t o e v e r y o n e ; t h e b u l k o f r e n e w ‘Eco Jeans’ are distinguished by the green ‘e’ embroi- a b l e c l o t h i n g a n d a c c e s s o r i e s c a n o n l y b e
dered on each pair.
found in online stores.
However, if
Never leave the house without accessorizing c o n s u m e r s w o r r y a b o u t t h e d o w n s i d e o f
again! Qwerty River, a line of accessories made from
hefty shipping and handling fees that
recycled computer keyboards, can be found in stores
such as Secco’s, a company founded with the idea to link c o m e w i t h o n l i n e s h o p p i n g , t h e y n e e d t o
designers with recyclers. Qwerty River’s products in- l o o k n o f u r t h e r t h a n t h e i r l o c a l r e t a i l e r s .
clude cell phone straps, hair ties, notebooks, even quirky
rings and magnets which can be found at
In 2007 discount giant Wal-Mart introduced a
http://www.seccoshop.com/.
line of yoga tops made entirely of organic cotton. By
For one-of-a-kind purses made from the rubber fall 2008, Wal-Mart’s organic line had stemmed to
tire inner tubes of bicycles, tractors and cars, the line of teen, tween and baby wear, even men and women’s
renewable handbags by Rubbage is essential to the green clothing. Other stores such as Gap and H&M have
fashionista. The only distinguishably ‘tire-esque’ quality since followed suit by introducing their own lines of
about these purses is the braided tire design, used in enviro-wear.
such a subtle way that it appears as if it is braided patent
The endorsement of popular discount stores makes it
leather.
much easier for the blue collar citizen to dress green
Electronic Avenue is the Holy Grail of sustain- collar, and in an age where sustainability is an imperaable accessories; they sell necklaces, earrings and brace- tive goal, it’s definitely an advantage that green is the
lets all made from recycled cell phone key pads. For the new black.
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What is

Sustainability?

S

By Brandy Vinson

ince the 1950s, Americans
have been concerned about
the health of our environment. Citizens finally started to realize
that we were causing irreversible harm
to our indispensable planet. Americans realized that we could not continue allowing factories to pollute our
air which lead to the Clean Air Acts of
1956 and 1968. The push for a cleaner
planet did not end there. US citizens
have lobbied in Washington DC, written their representatives, and even
risked their lives in hopes of sustaining our resources.

Photo by Megan Conroy
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A lot of people have misconceptions
about what sustainability is. Upon hearing
the word sustainability, people tend to
think of being environmentally friendly.
However, it is a little more than that. Sustainability “requires an awareness of how
everything we do, everything we take, everything we make and everything we waste
affects nature's balance, and how our actions will ultimately affect our children
and the children of all species.”

“Everything we do, everything we
take, everything we make and everything we waste affects nature's
balance, and how our actions will
ultimately affect our children and
the children of all species.”

The United States uses,
Environmentally
“nearly a million dollars
Friendly Tips
worth [of energy] each
1. Commute by carpoolminute, 24 hours a day, every ing or using mass transit.
a quarter of the vehiday of the year.” At the rate Over
cle-miles travelled by housewe are consuming these reholds are for commuting to
and from work – usually
sources, they will be dewith one person in the vehipleted within the next 50
cle. Carpooling and mass
transit are among options
years.
that offer big reductions in
Climate Change

A lot of environmental groups are concerned about global warming and the
melting ice caps in Alaska. This problem
is caused by greenhouse gases which are
trapped in our atmosphere. Greenhouse
gasses are omitted from the burning of
fossil fuels and trapped in the atmosphere. The industrial revolution caused a
dramatic increase in greenhouse gasses.
Sustainability
Today there are regulations on factories
to cut back on how many pollutants are
Sustainability is an issue that is very important to every country and every human released into the air, however, these regulations are not enough to resolve the
being. However, it is an issue that many
problem.
people do not understand. One of the
biggest sustainability problems plaguing
Plants
the world today is the global energy crisis.
If you’ve picked up a newspaper, tuned
into a news broadcast, or even looked at
Plants are a major food source for hugas prices lately then you have witnessed
mans. As the weather changes, it becomes
the effect of the energy crisis. The probharder to grow crops in certain areas. The
lem with energy in the United States and
change in weather also causes droughts,
many other countries is that its not refloods, and changing weather patterns.
newable energy. Renewable energy
sources are those that replace themselves Because of these changes homes, crops,
in a relatively short period of time such as and other natural resources are being destroyed.
wood, wind, and solar energy. These resources are not used as much because
they are more expensive and less conven- Now that you know what sustainability is,
you should make changes to help. Walkient. Non-renewable energy sources ining instead of driving, or carpooling is a
clude gases, liquids, and solids. Some of
great way to cut down on greenhouse gasthe most common used non-renewable
sources include natural gas, propane, coal, ses. You should also look up recycling
programs in your area. Most importantly,
and petroleum.
while you are taking part in your everyday
lives think about what effects you are having on the environment.

carbon emissions.

2. Switch

to “green
power.” Switch to electricity generated by energy
sources with low – or no –
routine emissions of carbon
dioxide. Contact your electricity provider to find out
about the “green power”
options available to you.

3. Insulate and seal your
apartment or house. This
will reduce emissions associated with both heating and
cooling, two of the largest
sources of residential carbon emissions.

4. Replace older appliances
with
efficiency units

high-

5. Learn more about the
potential impacts of climate change on your region.

6. Learn more about
potential weather-related
emergencies in your area.
Find out how you can reduce your vulnerability and
how you can respond to
each kind of emergency.
Find out too about the
plans government agencies
may have in place.

www.worldwildlife.org
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The Essence of Botanicals

By Robert F. Hoffmaster

The average person can be quite limited in their
personal perspective when it comes to the importance
of Botanicals (products derived from plants). Through
the introduction of a botany or closely related course,
the insight of ethnobotany (how plants are used by
people) introduces a vast spectrum of health, utilitarian,
and ecological approaches, which may have never
crossed one’s mind in the past. Ever wonder what lies
within the capsule of a pill? Derivatives of plants, compounds, and alkaloids can all be found within pills.
Many drugs originate from plants: caffeine, nicotine,
and morphine are a few.
Before concerns of cardiac death, the plant
Ephedra, better known from its counterpart Ephedrine,
was a popular quick-fix fat burner in the past decade.
Caffeine (naturally from coffee/coca beans) too, is a
popular stimulant of choice among American culture
for the chemically induced excitement and alertness it
produces. A more commonly known medicinal product, aspirin, originates from the bark of the willow tree.
What is it that Ephedra, caffeine, and aspirin all have in
common? Chemicals! It is wise to think of chemistry
and all plants as being synonymous; which is why Animalia (us) are physically attracted to plants. The chemicals in plants react to our brain, often through being
agonists (mimicking bodily chemicals) and binding to
our cellular receptors, thus tricking our nervous system
and resulting in that alleviation of pain, or feelings of
calmness or excitement.
From a historical perspective, the utilization of
plants applied to many chapters of American history:
from the time man first became upright to his molecular targeting research against biological threats, plants
lie everywhere in between his steps to success. From
the formation of our ozone, people should understand
that plants were first to venture onto land 475 million
years ago (388, Starr, Taggart), giving rise to the first
invertebrates and eventually the vertebrates’ viability.
Like studying the evolutionary divergence throughout
Earth’s many geographic periods, a botanical historical
perspective can first be seen through the evolution of
Chlorophyta (green algae) to the first land inhabitantsthe modern day Bryophytes, predominantly our common Liverwort, and mosses. From there the race was
on, seedless vascular Lycopodium (ground pines) and
ferns, followed by gymnosperms (coniferous, pollen
grains) and finally the angiosperms (flower bearing and
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the first plants with mature fruits that bear seeds). A
similar evolution line can be traced from the reproduction of protozoa (ex. Amoeba) to the modern Chordate
(humankind).
A historical perspective is important, especially
in modern times, where deforestation may often prevent our discovery of disease-curing compounds. For
centuries, our common ancestors and descendents have
thrived for their survival on nutrients off the land; a
community of foragers that eventually led to the horticulturist and technologically advanced agricultural societies. In today’s unknowing society, the knowledge of
a forager may be essential to one’s own survival, the
key to this being the knowledge of ethnobotany and
agroforestry (alternative to slash and burning). Being
able to identify elderberries from pokeberries and oyster mushrooms from the Death Cap mushroom
(Amanita phalloides) can potentially make the difference
from one meal to the next. After a day of gathering,
one can enjoy more than just steam water and succulent berries, but lemonade. Knowing that staghorn sumac conjures up the folk-named “Mountain lemonade”
can heighten the morale after a day of communal work.
If the hunter is having a headache from the unsuccessful tracking of the turkey, he may, in the absence of
aspirin, eat some walnuts to alleviate the headache. The
walnut resembles the human brain, a “Doctrine of Signatures” remedy (where like cures like).
Whether one is trying to cure cancer, backpack
through the Appalachian Trail, feed pigs chestnuts, or
live off the land, people must come to understand and
realize the essence of botanicals. The more research
that is invested in plants can yield information about
ourselves and how we function. Apparently, it is crucial
to have continued government support/grants in agricultural and pharmaceutical research, such as in Agricultural Research (ARS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and plant pathology/pharmaceutical agencies.

Sustainability Is…
...working to preserve Mother Earth by reusing, recycling, conserving and finding alternative ways to live
with the environment instead of against it.
-Emily Finch

The Evergreen Heritage Center:
High Hopes for Connecting and Sustaining Our Mountaintop Community and Environment

F

By Brittney Perry

ollow the trail of evergreen trees and picture the
So far, FSU has worked with Evergreen for enviscenic view of beautiful plants, wildlife. As the ronmental studies. Last semester a study of various eletrail finishes, picture the 225 year old Evergreen ments of Evergreen environment took place in Dr.
Homestead. Hundreds of acres of land filled with Craig Caupp’s environmental studies class. The class did
evergreen trees, ponds, an orchard and wildlife all make a slope analysis, examined plants, streams and other enup the Evergreen Heritage center. The 130-acre prop- vironmental elements. Professor Sunshine Brosi is reerty is adjacent to the Great Allegheny Passage and the sponsible for the ethnobotany program; Brosi used EvWestern Maryland Scenic Railroad. It includes a walk- ergreen for an outdoor class. Medicinal herbs were coling trail with 22 points of interest, such as the Big Vein lected to study; the class is now in process of producing
coal mine sites and the remains of an old mule stable a presentation and report. Keene stated in an interview
and blacksmith forge.
that, “Evergreen serves as practice and teaches students
“The Evergreen Heritage center is a portal into to have best practice, it also shows adults the best pracWestern Maryland’s rich culture and history,” said tices for exposure to the best practices in sustainability.”
Senator Mikulski in a recent press release. The center is The studies from last year brought participation from
FSU’s faculty this
not only a historical home, but
year.
it is trying to provide Frostburg students and Allegany
This semester at
County’s community with a
FSU, Dr. Godsustainable environment. The
bole’s market reEvergreen Homestead, built in
search class is
the 1730s, is an ancestral
doing an assesshome: It was once a cabin and
ment of Evera plantation, but is now maingreen to detertained for educational and
mine what procommunity growth purposes.
grams should be
used to help subThe president of the
sidize educational
center, Janice Keen, has been
programs. In Noworking with Frostburg State
Photo by Donald Keene
vember,
Dr.
to encourage and maintain
Daniel
Fiscus’s
forest
science
class
sustainability. The Evergreen Foundation
has received a $50,000 grant for partnership with Frost- is going to go to Evergreen to see an environmentally
burg. The grant will be used to create a consortium for friendly timbering demo to measure the carbon storage
educational programs to Allegany County students and in trees.
residents.
Keene also hopes to encourage the community
The vision for the center, according to The Ev- to invest in environmental practices. She hopes to draw
ergreen Heritage Center Feasibility Study Planning, is more businesses to Allegany County, “it is better for the
for “students, teachers, researchers, and guests all visit- economy, students, and the community,” she said.
ing Evergreen to learn about, enjoy, and help preserve Keene hopes to make Allegany County the leading
Maryland’s heritage now and in the future.” According county in sustainability, “We are not just trying to do
to Keene, this vision can be executed by providing pro- things to help the students, we are trying to bring more
grams for students that involve education of the envi- business to the area to bring local jobs for graduating
ronment, culture, sustainability, etc. “We are interested students as well,” she said. Keene has high hopes for
in providing students with hands-on learning,” said Allegany County, its residents, FSU students, and EverKeene in regards to Evergreen’s goal, “we believe this green. With dedication and encouragement by all, Everwill provide students with professional quality to add to green’s goals for our community and environment can
be accomplished and sustained.
portfolios and resumes.”
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Big

Electric
Lighting the Way to Greener Homes and Businesses
By Emily Finch

Big D Electric in Cumberland, MD has been serving the area since 2005, but has made a great impact in such short time. The company specializes
in installation of renewable energy sources and offers other services to “green up” your home.

Walk Before You Run
Betsy Delozier, owner of Big D Electric, has been fascinated with renewable energy sources for some time.
Her ideology on going green is “you have to walk green
before you can run green” and she believes “the reason
to go green is to make
our world a better
place to live in” rather
than solely for money
savings.

probably more we can do,” admits Delozier, “and the
tax incentives for small businesses to go green will help
us do more sooner.”
Tax incentives are helping homeowners go green as
well. “Clearly the states that have the most incentives
are the states with the greater amounts of people going
green,” says Delozier, “But it is important for people to
realize that [going green] is not just an investment to
their wallets, but to the environment and to not only
see what is in it for them, but for their children, grandchildren and the world.”
Delozier feels strongly about helping others
reduce their impact on the environment and
strives for Big D Electric to offer the most
variety and cost-effective products. Among
the many, the company offers KVARs, Tempra tankless water heaters, wind turbines and
solar panels.

At the Big D Electric
office, they are simply
walking green to save
KVARs and Tankless Water Heaters
energy and our environment. They have
Big D installs Kilovolt Amperage Reducers
installed an energy
(KVARs) and tankless water heaters. These
saver, use fluorescent
are two of the smaller, more affordable items
light bulbs, recycle
that homeowners and small business owners
D Electrician BJ Keith hooks up a KVAR to a
cans and newspapers, Big
can take advantage of to save the environbreaker panel. Photo by Emily Finch.
and turn off comment and save some money.
puters each day to
conserve energy. Many days, the crews travel together KVARs are energy savers usually wired right into a
in company vehicles to reduce fuel use. “There is breaker panel that cut down on the amperage pulled
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from the power company but is able to provide adequate current to appliances. According to the KVAR
website (kvar.us), KVARs “cause less waste of electrical
energy…and protect against power surges.” Betsy
Delozier, owner of Big D Electric, says “KVAR’s not
only help people cut down on their electric bills, but
also the wear and tear on appliances and the environment.” A KVAR can be installed for less than $500
and save up to
30% on monthly
electric bills.

home or business can cost approximately $18,000 but
save up to 80% on monthly electric bills. This year,
wind energy is expected to produce sixteen-kilowatt
hours (kWh) of electricity, equivalent to powering 1.5
billion American homes!
Any type of light or heat can create solar energy. So
even in typically cold and cloudy areas like Western
Maryland, solar panels are still a great investment in the
environment. According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), in 2006 and
2007 combined, manufacturers of solar panels shipped out nearly 36 million square feet
of solar thermal collectors. Although this is
an already high number, the solar market is
expected to take off in the next few years.
An installed solar panel system costs as little
as $8,000 and can save you generously on
your electric bill.

Tankless water
heaters are more
energy efficient
than traditional
water heaters in
that they only heat
water as it is requested (by turnThe Little Things
ing the knob at a
sink or bathtub).
There are little things people can do to go
Tankless water
From left, Bill Ultis, Big D Electricians BJ Keith and
green without having to invest in larger
heaters can deliver
Dale Bladen, and Betsy Delozier attach the turbine
blades together. Photo by Emily Finch.
products and services just yet, like changing
an instantaneous
light bulbs, turning off lights and computers
and constant flow
of hot water without having to wait to reheat the water and other electronics when not in use, turning the temin a traditional tank, thus saving energy (to heat un- perature down on water heaters and thermostats, and
needed water) and water (the cold water that tradition- unplugging anything when not in use. Phone chargers
ally comes out first). Tankless water heaters vary in alone can pull 3-4 amps per hour when not charging.
fuel type, ability to handle demand and pipe size input/output, but an average tankless water heater in- “The simple, little things really add up,” says Delozier,
stalled can cost about $800 and save around 50% on “and we should all be concerned about reducing our
carbon footprint on the world.”
utility costs.

Wind and Solar Energy

Big D and FSU

Wind turbines and solar panels are among two of the
largest renewable energy sources available by Big D
Electric to homeowners and small business owners.
Since the start of business, Big D has installed 13
wind turbines and 7 solar panel systems in the area
including Salem School in Garrett County and Fort
Hill High School in Cumberland. Big D installed the
solar panels and wind turbine at the Fuller House on
campus in 2007.

In addition to the installation of
solar panels and the wind turbine at the Fuller House in
2007, Big D Electric also installed solar panels on the home
of English professor Sydney
Duncan in 2006.

According to the American Wind Energy Association
(AWEA), wind energy accounts for “30% of all new
electricity generating capacity added nationally in
2007, up from less than 1% just five years ago, in
2002.” Wind energy is clean and cost effective. Installing a standard sized wind turbine in this area for a

Bill Ultis uses his Derrick truck to
assist Big D’s crew in setting the
turbine. Photo by Emily Finch.

“The college has created an environment within the students,
faculty and community that is
now very energy conscious,”
says Delozier, “ and I am glad to
see Frostburg State is really becoming a leader in regards to
going green.”
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By Ryan Hoy

I know what a lot of you might be thinking
just by glancing at the title of this article. After all, the
stereotype a lot of people have about Greek life
comes from the movie “Animal House”, and John
Belushi’s character didn’t exactly seem that concerned
about the environment when he casually tossed an
empty bottle of Jack Daniels on the grass. The truth
is Fraternities and Sororities at Frostburg State University are doing a lot more then just recycling all
those “canned beverages” of which they’re so notorious for consuming in large quantities. In fact, there
are many Greek men and women at Frostburg who
realize that they can help make Frostburg a cleaner
p l a c e .
Sam
Waltemeyer
has
dedicated
all
four years of
his college
life to being
Greek. He
writes
a
blurb for the
Bottom Line
Photo by Mark Perez
on
Greek
Life,
he’s
president of his own Fraternity, and he has a chair
position on IFC. However, Sam is particularly passionate about getting people involved in the effort to
save our planet. He’s part of a growing number of
Greeks who are trying to bring the going green initiative to Greek life. “Manpower alone is amazing. If
every group decided to take the Going Green Initiative to heart, then you would see changes pretty fast.
There are more than 300 recognized Greeks that are
on this campus. Could you imagine if they all got together to host a campus-wide rally? Could you imagine if for one day they hit the streets together to clean
up our town? They also have the connections to
bring more students on board with the concept. It
only takes a spark, but sometimes it seems like that’s
the hardest part.” Dozens of other Greeks are working with Sam to bring this dream to fruition. Under
the direction of President Chris Lowe, the Greek
council has started a program were each organization
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has pledged to keep a street in Frostburg garbage
free. Other Greeks, like Ricky Sours of Phi Mu Delta
and Chris Landrum of Alpha Pi Alpha, have made
environmental awareness a priority on President Gibraltar’s weekly television show, and yes, just about
every Fraternity and Sorority is making sure to recycle. Johnny Miller, president of Pi Lambda Phi said
“We recycle just about everything we can, and were
always looking for new opportunities to help the environment, but the most important thing to us is to
make sure that our new members know just how crucial it is to help the environment these days.”
Raising environmental awareness and making
sure that Greeks have opportunities to help the environment is what people like Sam have worked tirelessly on for the past year. “I think it would be amazing for the recognized Greeks to take pride in their
campus. If they devoted time to raise money for their
own chapter’s tree, or a flower bed. If they decided to
help with the Arboretum clean ups or decided to help
the Sierra Club by hauling stuff to the recycling center.” Sam said. However, there are still many Greeks
who are apathetic about taking up the going green
initiative. I can’t really blame them. I remember not
feeling very happy at all when one of my brothers
told me that we were going to spend a Sunday picking up trash instead of relaxing and watching football,
and hey, I’ll admit that I had no problem at all calling
out sick for the clean up. No one in their right mind
would rather pick up trash then watch the Redskins
play the Cowboys, am I right? Of course I am, but it’s
not about whether it’s fun or not. It’s about recognizing that we have a responsibility to keep our school
clean. “Greeks will talk about leaving a legacy. They
want their organization to develop and grow for years
and years to come. If we want our future members to
have an amazing experience like we did, then we
should take the time to make sure their future environment is healthy here on campus and in Frostburg.
It’s about taking pride in our colors, traditions and
our home that we call FSU.” Sam says, and I couldn’t
agree more. I just want to leave Frostburg as beautiful
as I remember it as a freshmen, and with all of the
energy Greeks are bringing to helping the environment, I’m confident that I will.

I LOVE
Helping The Environment!
Do I?

Um… I Don’t Have to Go Outside To Do It,
By Melanie Dasbach

A

side from elections and apocalyptic crashes in
the market, saving the environment (or “going
green” as it has been dubbed) seems to be all
anyone can talk about. Every five minutes there is another news story telling us how we can recycle this and
that, what new products are being made from
“garbage”, how we should turn off all our lights, to unplug our electronics when they are not in use, and how
you can spend money to ease the guilt of your carbon
footprint. With increased awareness about protecting
the environment, there doesn’t seem to be much encouragement to actually go out into the environment.

caused us to explore the woods and look for strange
creatures hidden in the leaves? It seems that people
have become too dependent on the man-made world
and have forgotten and, possibly, become afraid of the
natural world. But not all is lost. There are still people
and organiztions out there striving to make people realize what they are missing when they stay inside all day
and to help their children not become disassociated
with the wonders around them.
The past two summers, I have been a summer
camp counselor for environment-based summer camps
run by Discovery Creek Children’s Museum. The
camps were for 4-6 year olds and taught the campers
about anything and everything related to nature. Each
“I have been able to witness this
day the camp was separated into three stations related
detachment from nature both in
to a theme each theme lasted for a week.
The stations could have been crafts inside or
children and college students.”
outside in the grass, games, hikes through the woods,
I
walks through creeks, and meeting animals and allowed
have been able to witness this detachment from nature the opportunity to touch them. This allows, at a very
both in children and college students. My ecology lab young age, for some important hands on learning that
class is based heavily around taking field trips out to sparks the imagination and shows children that there is
parks and natural areas to gain hands on knowledge.
more to life than Spongebob
The class is a mix of various biand video games and that
ology majors from pre-med to
children can go out into the
wildlife and fisheries. The stuwoods with their friends and
dents who have a major more
explore and learn about evegeared towards going outside
rything around them face to
have no problem walking
face and not via a TV special
around in a mucky bog or
on Animal Planet.
climbing around on rocks at
When it comes to handing
4,000 feet. The students who
the world over to the next
spend all their time in the lab
generation of youth, I’d like
seem to be bewildered and alfor them to be willing to roll
most annoyed by having to go
around and get themselves
outside for a lab class.
dirty, not to run for hand
One day at Savage River
sanitizer every five minutes.
Photo by Sunshine Brosi
State Forest, one of the students
Nature isn’t something to be
in my lab class said that they would much rather prefer sneered at or frightened by, it should be embraced. I
being inside a lab room the entire time than outside don’t want to see another group of children all afraid to
doing measurements with trees. What has happened to sit in the grass because it is dirty and slightly damp.
the love of nature? Where is that joy and curiosity that That just isn’t right.
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The Value of Free
By Alan Grubb

Ask yourself or a friend to name
twenty plants. Then ask them where
they grow. Most responses involve
flowers, vegetables, and fruits that
have been cultivated and are under
the control of the human hand.
Everyday people in this age and in
this country only interact with plant
life in a synthetic setting; with nearly
no time spent wandering and wondering through natural places.
Plants such as ginseng, black cohosh, or witch hazel go unnoticed,
unnamed, and misunderstood in the
modern American mind. Technology, which has for so long enabled
people to work with nature, to feed,
to nurture, and warm the human
spirit, has now become a barrier to
the very environment in which we
exist. We no longer have the need
to know what wild plants will stave
off hunger or treat an infection.
Conveniently, we merely have to
drive a block or two and there are
super box stores with everything
from groceries to antibacterial
creams, which have been processed
and packaged, erasing any evidence
of the wild from which they came.
American culture is so far removed
from the natural world, it ignorantly
views formerly wild places which
have been molested for their resources as nature. The question
arises, what have we lost, what is
the value of diverse healthy ecosystems? A trip to the store to purchase a sack of potatoes reveals
prices that are displayed brightly. A
walk through the forest, on the
other hand, reveals no explicit price
tags. Many have the idea that we
don’t need useless stands of forest
if they do not provide a means to
further humanities goals. A small
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segment of society finds solace and
tranquility in wilderness, which provides a priceless spiritual experience. Both lines of thought base the
value of nature either directly or
indirectly on human interests. Does
nature have value in and of itself?
Perhaps the evaluation of plant life
is reflective of how we value ourselves. Today’s mindset lets slip
away the details of the moment, and
replaces thoughts of aesthetics and

gratitude for life with task management and ideas of monetary success. How well do you know your
neighbor that lives just a short distance away? We know what they
drive and the cost of their house,
but mostly we cannot say who they
are. If we are to value nature, we
must get to know it. We must step
outside and introduce ourselves to
the neighbors and hear their stories.

American ginseng

Panax quinquefolius

Artwork by Luke Urice

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle...Do You?
You may feel like you do your part to be environ- 7.) Are you aware of where recymentally friendly but take the following quiz to see cling bins are
located on campus?
how you compare to a sample of Frostburg
a. Yes
students, faculty, and staff.
1.) Gender:
a. Male
b. Female
2.) Age Range:
a. under 20
b. 20-29
c. 30-39
d. 40-49
e. 50-59
3.) How are you affiliated with FSU?
a. Student
b. Faculty
c. Staff
4.) How far do you live from the FSU campus?
a. On-campus
b. Within 1 mile
c. 1 to 5 miles
d. 5 to 10 miles
e. over 10 miles
5.) Do you make or request two-sided copies whenever possible?
a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e. Never
6.) Which environmental issue is most important to you?
a. reducing global warming
b. recycling
c. energy conservation
d. all
e. none
f. other

b. Somewhat aware
c. No
8.) Do you recycle PAPER at FSU?
a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e. Never
9.) Do you shut off lights when leaving a room?
a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e. Never
10.) Do you shut off your computer after you’ve finished for
the day?
a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e. Never
11.) Do you recycle at home?
a. Always
b. Usually
c. Sometimes
d. Rarely
e. Never
12.) Do you purchase ENERGY STAR certified light bulbs
and office supplies?
a. Yes
b. Sometimes
c. No
d. Not familiar with ENERGY STAR
Answers on page 22.

Sustainability Is...
...being mindful of the limits of our environment and choosing to recycle and
use renewable resources.
-Ann Townsell

...maintaining viability in a system over
time. This can mean all kinds of things
-- sustaining an ecosystem, a natural
resource, a political system, an economic system, an energy source, a food
supply, a population. People tend to
...surviving and lasting a while / a long
think of sustainability only in terms of
time no matter environment conditions.
natural resources, but the term can im-Janae Evans
ply so much more.
-Sydney Duncan

...learning to live in a way that is environmentally conscious. Sustainability, to
me, means “sustaining” without excessive and unnecessary pollution.
-Katie Conroy
...the ability to sustain one’s economy &
survivability locally.
-Melissa Martz
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Bringing Back
Nature
Into Focus
By Joanna O. Eastham

The vast majority of students and teachers are too busy with
the immediate things in life to focus on much of anything else
these days. This happens to everyone, and is often unavoidable.
With the economy as it is, even people who were once financially well off are now sweating. I feel the strain of a full class
schedule combined with a demanding set of two jobs, and I
often rush through my days without being able to focus on anything but what’s right in front of me at each very moment. Even
the moments in my life which
ought to be relaxing—music,
reading, other hobbies—are usually plagued by strain and stress. I
look forward to that glorious
month of winter laziness that is
called “Christmas Break,” and
I’m sure that I’m not the only one
by far who feels the same.
School and work are tough on
students, and sometimes we need
a break from the insanity that is
university life. Sometimes we
need to reconnect with something that doesn’t have to do with
deadlines, schedules, or criteria,
and the truth is that we can do this more easily than may be
expected, and we can do it without leaving for a vacation at the
beach or casino. We can achieve this simple escape with the
life-source that surrounds us at all times: Nature, the Earth.
Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote in Chapter III of his
famous work Nature, that “The production of a work of art
throws a light upon the mystery of humanity…The world thus
exists to the soul to satisfy the desire of beauty.” In other
words, we can view nature as a divine work of art which is to be
seen, admired, loved, and interpreted based on one’s own individual view of beauty. The world is an extraordinary, ever
changing canvas of color, texture, and life which cannot be fully
replicated in a book or in a painting, and is not always classically lovely. Isn’t a brown, twisted shell of a leaf skittering
across the pavement just as beautiful as the colored plumage it
once represented on a tree only a few weeks ago? The experience
of nature is the real beauty of it.
When was the last time you stood, sat, lounged, reclined, or lay outside and just existed in the universe with a clear
mind and an open eye? How about the last time that you had
time to relax and forget about your homework
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or stressful responsibilities (without the involvement of an alcoholic beverage, of course)? Homework is important, truly, and
ought not to be neglected. I’m sure your professors won’t take
kindly to the excuse, “But I was perceiving the divinity of nature through my own authentic experience,” when you don’t
have that five page essay done about the molecular structure of
DNA completed; however, not having a brain aneurism before
the age of thirty is a important in addition to stressing over finishing that five page essay. So
maybe relaxation tools are just
as important in the vast picture
of things…perhaps Emerson
had something pragmatic happening behind that all seeing
eye of his. Perhaps we need to
understand nature’s beauty and
divinity in order to really see
nature in its true form.
Have you ever looked
at one of the magnificent aspects of nature and thought to
yourself, ‘whoa’ just for the
grandness, brevity, fragility, or
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strength of it? How could a spider’s web of silk possibly be
stronger than steel? What magnificent array of colors can you
see in a rainbow other than the basic “ROY G BIV?” How
does the gentle rustle of trees swaying in the wind add to the
music of the season? These aspects of nature are there every
day surrounding us; have you ever noticed them? Okay, but
have you ever really looked at them? Have you ever been simply
blown away, torn apart, and pieced back together again by the
fragile, huge, and life-sustaining forces that compose our small
blue planet? Maybe it’s time to relax in the presence of something bigger than the stressful mindset of university life. Maybe
it’s time to go outside and explore the world.

Sustainability is...
...to be able to survive by means of
continuous use of energy and resources
provided by one’s homeland.
-Nick Consalui
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How do you Compare?

6.

Quiz Results

1.

Gender:
46% Male
54% Female

2.

Age Range:
28% under 20
67% 20-29
2% 30-39
3% 40-49
1% 50-59

3.

4.

5.

How are you affiliated with
FSU?
100% Student
How far do you live from the
FSU campus?
30% On-campus
41% Within 1 mile
7% 1 to 5 miles
5% 5 to 10 miles
16% over 10 miles
Do you make or request twosided copies whenever possible?
25% Always
19% Usually
24% Sometimes
16% Rarely
15% Never

Which environmental issue is
most important to you?
11% reducing global warming
13% recycling
17% energy conservation
53% all
3% none

4% other
7. Are you aware of where recycling
bins are located on campus?
39% Yes
37% Somewhat aware
24% No
8.

9.

Do you recycle PAPER at FSU?
20% Always
18% Usually
17% Sometimes
16% Rarely
29% Never
Do you shut off lights when leaving
a room?
55% Always
35% Usually
6% Sometimes
2% Rarely
2% Never

10. Do you shut off your computer after
you’ve finished for the day?
31% Always
19% Usually
6% Sometimes
19% Rarely
15% Never
11. Do you recycle at home?
46% Always
17% Usually
13% Sometimes
7% Rarely
17% Never
12. Do you purchase ENERGY STAR
certified light bulbs and office supplies?
26% Yes
32% Sometimes
17% No
24% Not familiar with ENERGY
STAR

Statistics provided by Monika Urbanski from the
Individual Actions Sub-Committee
Of the Learning Green, Living Green
Campus Initiative.
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